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Title word cross-reference

1 [G CJ 14], 2.5 [WSFS19, WAS16], 3 [BWH18, CT14, GDM18, HB17, SMH14, vMM14], \( \alpha \) [VZC14], \( \beta \) [FSO17], \( \ell_1 \) [FWF17], \( \ell_p \) [HCBY18], I [CL14a, MPC16, MZM15, SLK17, BHS+16, CPL14, XYH14], N [MHBT15], t [CS19, LBR18].

-D [CT14, HB17, WAS16].
-Source [CS19, LBR18]. -Vector [BHS+16, XYH14, CPL14, MPC16, CL14a]. -Vector-Based [SLK17]. -Vectors [MZM15].

14 [FWM+14a].

2.5D [FFSS17]. 2017 [MDE+19].

3D [OGZ18].

4 [CRH+14].

AAC [CRH+14]. Abstractive [ZZZ16].

Acoustic [CTSC14, YLD15]. Act [MHBT15]. Acted [OR16a]. Action [WBSG18]. Activation [ZYG+14]. Active [AA17, AKN+16, BSB14, BBJ18, CC14a, CE14, CD17, GdC14, LC16b, LfdDG14, MX17, NNL15, PCG17, YH17, ZAZ+18, ZTQB19]. Activities [SBG17].

Adaptation [BDL15]. Adjusted [SAB16]. Adjustment [WW15].
[MSS17]. **Advancements** [LH14].

**Advancing** [Ano14-115, Ano14-116]. **Adversarial** [AB18, BCCZ19, BGD+18, LCTA19, STS18, TL19, YTWB19]. **Adverse** [VMOL16]. **Affine** [ZN14]. **Against** [CH18, TK14]. **AGC** [YLD15]. **AgentGraph** [CCT+19]. **Aggregation** [LWJ19]. **Aging** [KH16]. **Agreement** [PCB16b]. **Aid** [FPTJ17, SSFP18, SP15, WW15, YLJ16, KA16]. **Aided** [MFG15, QMS16, hShWsL15]. **Aids** [AHH+19, ABKP19, FWM+14a, FWM+14b, IC19, KNBC19, KPH15, MHD15, NNL15, PPSG17, SGM+15, SD16a, SNTD19, TNS+18, YKPMP18, ZEM18]. **Air** [SFK15]. **Airflow** [CWCP17]. **Alaryngeal** [DTN+14]. **Algorithm** [AAA19, CBA+15, CC14a, CC15, DG15, DPHG18, GTS+19, GLQ16, GB14, JT16, KGBP+16, LK19, PFG17, SOF15, SGH15a, SGH16, SRH15, VDC+17, YBC+14, YK14, YND14, ZZ+16, ZZH16]. **Algorithms** [BvWM18, BY15, CMG+17, CRH+14, EIPB+19, FdDARF16, HZF18, KBT19, LFdDG14, MHD15, SG14, SGH17a, SMVW14, TR14a, ZP15, ZN14]. **Aliasing** [AR16, RKN14, WSFS19]. **Aligned** [ZB14]. **Aligned-Parallel-Corpora** [ZB14]. **Aligning** [BCA15]. **Alignment** [CWJ16, DHD+19, HS15, NNS16, TS16, WED16]. **All-Pole** [SKH+15a]. **Allocation** [RV14]. **Allpass** [VM15]. **Alternating** [BH18, ES16, WRKG17]. **Alternative** [HWW16, MHD+17]. **AM** [VS14]. **Ambient** [HTG14, HTG15a, HTG15b]. **Ambiguity** [SSS18]. **Ambisonic** [CM18]. **Amen** [DM16]. **Amplitude** [DAR16, FWF17, KTT19, KBG16b, MAT15, MAK15, XWWW18]. **Analog** [YLD15]. **Analysis** [ATS18, ARSA14, AM16, AZGN14, BDV+14, BSB14, CZG+15, CH15, CPL14, DV14a, DST+19, DMP+18, Hac14, HMDG15, HDG16, HH14, HZF18, HM14, IY16, IO17, IO19, JMD+17, KOS+16, KD18, LHD16, MMT+19, MHDG15, MT18, MAL18, MDM15, MGT15, OWA15, PDS+16, PCB15, PM19, RG17, RVB+17, SAP14, SGH17b, SB18, VM15, WLLZ17, WCY19, WC16a, YEY17, YWLZ18, ZA14, ZDKL18, Ano16-52, Ano16-53, Ano16-54, Ano16-55, Ano16-56, Ano16-57]. **Analytic** [VS14, WAS16]. **Analyzed** [YHO+17]. **Analyzing** [LWJ19, ZXH16]. **ANC** [GLQ16]. **Anechoic** [ZW15]. **Angle** [PCB14]. **Animations** [CWCP17]. **Anisotropic** [TOKS14]. **Annotation** [MHB15]. **Annotations** [LCZ+17, ZWCT15]. **Anomalous** [KSU+19]. **ANSI** [YLJ16]. **Answer** [TWZ+18]. **Answering** [LWJ19, ZXH16]. **Anthropometric** [GMFG16]. **Anti** [WDD+16]. **Anti-Spoofing** [WDD+16]. **APA** [ZYG+14]. **Aperiodic** [CT14]. **Application** [CHC+14, GKC16, LLR+16, MAL18, OOK17, PDS+16, PM19, RKL14, SAB16, SHD14, SMVW14, TR14a, WZS14, ZCDS15, ZZH16]. **Applications** [CD17, CC15, CTLL17, CL18a, FPTJ17, RG17, SSFP18, SRH15, SP15]. **Applied** [AS17b, Ano17a, BSR17, Bre15, DM16, SB18, YHO+18]. **Approach** [ABA17, APH14, AY15, AKN+16, BC17, BC18, BCA15, BvWW17, BM15, CPBFSF16, CH18, CH16, CZ17, CZY+18, CK19, DTD16, FQG+15, GMFG16, JT15, LGTG18, LS14a, LD16, LSDM19, MH16, MSD14, OR16b, SD16a, TLW+17, TMH+14, WHRC16, WDDL17, WDDL18, WXZ16, XHY14, XDDL15, ZA14, ZAZ+18, ZHB+18, ZID+15, ZS16]. **Approaches** [BD16, FK19, FLSM16, RH18, RHvdP+16]. **Approximate** [SOF15]. **Approximation** [CY15, FK19, HCJT15, KHHJ19a, MBM15, SMVW14, VDC+17]. **Approximations** [WAS14]. **Arabic** [AAA19, RARR15, ZB14]. **Arbitrary** [KSHH18, NNS16, OIY+14].
Architecture
[CRVB+15, RARR15, YLD15, YLJ16].
Architectures [SMA+17, WDDL18]. Areas
[SAP14]. Argument [LZ16, ZZZ16].
Arousal [WYLZ16]. Arpeggios [BTBT18].
Array [BBJ18, FSA18, GEC15, HSK17, HL14, IO17, JSR16, JEP14, LWZ+14, NR14a, NHIK16, OFF+17, OISO14, PCB15, PC19, SR14, SvWRK15, SPM17a, SPM17b, TP15, TCY15, TR14b, TR15, WC16a]. Arrays [AR16, BCB18, BABC19, CM18, CT14, FFSS18, Hac14, HF15, HBC17, HZF17, HCB18, MXNB19, PCB16a, PCBS19, SST18, SLC+15, SKDN14, TH14, TH16, TJCB16, WD16, WCCB19, WRKG17, ZA14, ZBC14]. Arrival [ED18, HMM17, KK14, NV14, SLC+15, TP15, TTH14, TR15]. Arrivals [KB14].
Art [MSRND14]. Article [Ano19a, Ano14-90, Ano14-91].
Articulation [DB17]. Articulatory [CHWL14, CMG+17, GHAP17, GGC+17, HGAPB15, JJB16, KCMW17, NRČR14, SLH17, TKT17, WSY14, YMMI19].
Artificial [AF18, AF19]. Artificially [AKG+17]. Ascending [BTBT18].
Ascending/Descending [BTBT18].
Aspiratory [CWCP17]. ASR [DAGS+18, GWG+14, HSPK18, HIA+17, LAK16, LLLL19, SV18, TV15, WSY14, dCSVGAPM15].
Assessment [FBE19, KKK15, KNH+18, LLLL19]. Assisted [WSL15]. Association [AM18a, SSS18]. Associative [OOK17].
Asymmetric [AHH+19, BCB18]. Asynchronous [CBA+15]. Attack [MKMDM17]. Attacks [XNG+14].
Audio [Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17-57, Ano18v, Ano18w, Ano18x, Ano18y, Ano18z, Ano18-27, Ano18-28, Ano18-29, Ano18-30, Ano18-31, Ano18a, Ano19a, Ano19c, Ano19t, AB14, AB15, BF18, BV16, BCA15, Bay15, BS14, Bre15, CHJ14, CHL+19, CJW16, DHSG15, DTC15, DVLH17, DSH18, DDNN19, EDO17, FSO17, FM15, FLB16, FBE19, GEC15, GRSP17, HTG14, HGT15a, HGT15b, HWRC15, HGT15c, IBN+18, JVR16, JYB+15, KA16, KSH17, KML18, KGBAP+16, KGG19, LG19, LM17, LBR16, LBR18, LB16, LDZ19, MBD18, MV19, MMT+19, MMCF18, MP16, MSRD14, MF17, MT18, MMMDL+14, MBTB14, MK16, NNS16, NR14b, NXX+17, NCC15, NLV16, ODG16, PKA14, PCW15, PHMB18, PHM+16, PHM+17, RG15a, Rak17, ROL+15, SW16, SLOVB15, SB18, SKH+15a, SKH+15b].
Audio [TZZ+15a, VML14, Wid18, Wid19, WL19, XNG+14, XNRG15, XNP+18, XO16, XZ19].
XHW+17, ZCQ+19, vHK14. Audio-Based [ROL+15]. Audio-to-Score [NNS16].
Auditory [CE15, CHWL14, DSMD15, JZJO19, KGH+16, MAK15, SP16, TMKO17, WWS+18, XGKM18]. Auditory-Inspired [XGKM18].
Audio-Receptive-Field [WWS+18]. Aug [FWM+14a]. Augmentation [CGK15]. Augmented [CWDA17, HMN17, LLWJ16, NNC19, RG15b, XWZ16].
Auto [HBB17, SZVZ16]. Auto-Regressive [HBB17]. Autocorrelation [AS17b, JFG+17, PT14]. Autoencoder [BCCZ19, GJ17, KKH19]. Autoencoders [DXZ+18, HL18, JMD+17, LMC18].
Autoencoding [CHL+19]. AutoGuitarTab [MFG15].
AutoMashUpper [DHYG14]. Automatic [ACRS14, AZGN14, BVGV15, BHS+16, BD16, CJ15, CLW+16, DHYG14, ESVK17, HYI+15, HXWS15, KSH17, KKK15, KG16, LKHU14, LDGHU14, LCZ+19, LS14b, LB16, MSFK15, MSRND14, MAK15, MKA16, NRCR14, OR16a, RARR15, RF16, SWW+17, SBM+19, SSKP16, SBG17, SLW15, WW16, WDS+18, WL19, ZH19].
Automation [MTS+19]. Autoregressive [GMH14, LSDM19, MIYO14, NCC15, WTY18]. Auxiliary [AA17, KKH19, ZCY16]. Averaging [CW18, WFN+18]. Awards [Ano19a].
Aware [DB18, LWC+18, MV19, QTY16, SF18, TWZ+18, XSL+19, ZXSD17, ZM17, ZS19].
Back [ACRS14, LH14, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano14m, Ano14n, Ano14o, Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14s, Ano14t, Ano15n, Ano15o]. Back-end [LH14].
Bandwidth-Extended [AKG+17]. Bank [AM16, MAK15, SG+15, WW15, YLJ16]. Base [FWF17, GJB15, LWJ19]. Based [AZK15, Abd18, AF19, AGW15, AJLW14, BWH18, BVGV15, BV17, BIK+18, BA19, BCA15, Bay15, BQGQ+17, BvWWM17, BH19, BM15, BSL15, BSL16, BH18, BD16, CSJD16, CW18, CZG+15, CW14, CHWL14, CJ15, CH15, CZY+18, CW16, CMG+17, CY15, CC14b, CC15, CSPFC+14, CSAR+14, CG16, CL17b, DuWDM14, DKO+18, DW17, DMVP16, DTN+14, DRK18, DG15, DSH18, DNN19, FSO17, FM15, FWM+14a, FWM+14b, FLMS16, FNN+19, FLB16, FdDARF16, GDC19, GY14, GTV19, GG18, GR14, GCJ+14, HSPK18, HW14, HSM19, HSK17, HTG14, HGT15b, HBF+16, HBB17, HS15, HIA+17, HGT15c, HZ17, HMKH18, IY16, ISZ15, IBN+18, JP14, JFG+17, JT14, JvWGD15, KG14, KLK17, KNC19, KHK17, KDY14, KPH15, KK14, KKGK18, KD16, KD18, KNH+18, KSB+19, KM15, KG+16, KBG16, KGG19, LGT16, LGT18, LC16a]. Based [LTWT17, LK19, LGHG17, LGGH18, LGGH19a, LCZ+19, LMC18, Lin19, LB16, LB16, LSYN19, MIYO14,
MTBB15, MBD18, MK15a, MHD15, May18, MC17, MBB15, MBD18, MTS19, MK16, NYS17, NXH17, NLL18, NN15, NV14, NAK17, OHN16, OOK17, OIX14, OD17, ODG16, OSDM16, PS19, PBC18, PW19, PLZL17, PCB16b, PT14, PM15, PHM17, PBQ15, QTY16, RV14, RDP14, RSR19, RH18, RG18, RMBK14, ROL15, SV17, SSFP18, SS16, SAC17, SD17, STH19, SDL15, SNTD19, SWH17, SHKB17, SGH17a, SKSD14, SMWV14, SK16b, SAS17, SLC15, SMB19, SLK17, SK17, SW16, SDK14, SSS18, TOKS14, TOS14, TM14, TM16, TQY16, TMM18, TH18, TTH14, TLT17, TKT17, VML14, WF18, WS14, WYH15, WYLZ16, WD16, WLL16, WDDL17, WYH17, WB18, WSC18a, WW19, WCY19, WZW19, WVC14, WHL14, WLL15b, WK16, WRKG17.

Based [XNG14, XNRG15, XWWW18, XLL19, XZW15, XDDL15, XO16, XHW17, XAJ14, YK14, YZL18, YLPL19, YX15, YHO17, YHO18, YH17, YMM19, YJX19, ZP15, ZCF14, ZSB17, ZWCT15, ZKA15, ZW16a, ZW17, ZH18, ZCH18, ZHH18, ZKH18, ZGO19, ZZH19, ZH15, ZJD15, ZCQ19, ZB14, ZSIA16, Ano16-50, Ano16-51, TMH14, Basis [KHT18, PSL17, VDC17]. Bass [AS17a, MG17]. Bayesian [AV16, BIK18, CH18, CS19, CY16, Ch18b, ET18, HAGS16, IBN18, LG19, LH16, MIYO14, OISO14, OIF14, SEM14, VM16, WAS14, WSH15, ZCS15, ZDC14]. Beamformed [LVZ14]. Beamformer [ABKP19, HDG16, HIA17, JTH14, JSR16, KSHH18, LYN14, PCB14, SNTD19, SGHI14, ZH14, ZCHH18, ZEM18]. Beamformer-Based [SNTD19]. Beamformers [BC17, BC18, BCB15, DMVP16, HMDG15, Non14]. Beamforming [AR16, ATP15, BCB15, BABC19, CBC19, CT14, HL14, HCB18, JSR16, KHH19a, MGGK17, PCB15, PCB16a, SDF18, SR14, SMB19, WCC19]. Beampatterns [HBC17, PCB19]. Beat [ZDG14]. Belief [SHD14, WWS18]. Bernoulli [Lin19]. Better [AAA19]. Between [AJB18, BTBT18, KTJ19, MVH16]. Beyond [sLGyLa15]. Bias [FPT18]. Bias-Compensated [FPT18]. Bidirectional [CH16, DAS18, LLL19]. Bilingual [BCC19, LFU17, WZL15, YSL15]. Binary [ATS18, DAFS15, DVLH17, HL18, RBBG15, WWS18, YK17]. Binaural [AJLW14, AHH19, AdHT16, ABKP19, BOL18, DHSG15, FBE19, HMDG15, HDG16, IC19, JSR16, JWLF14, KNBC19, KHH19a, MB18, MBD18, MD18, May18, PLZ17, SR14, SwRK15, SK17, SBVM16, TMKO17, VS14, YND14, ZW17, ZEM18]. Binaurally [YKP18]. Bio [ARW16]. Bio-Inspired [ARW16]. Biologically [dcSVGAP15]. Biomimetic [YLD15]. Biosignal [Ano16-50, Ano16-51, SWH17, SHKB17]. Biosignal-Based [SWH17, SHKB17, Ano16-50, Ano16-51]. Bird [JK19, KMG17, SBG17]. Bit [CLAG16, LJK17, SKH15]. Bitrate [BF18]. Bivariate [ZDL18]. Blank [Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano14m, Ano14n, Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14s, Ano14t, Ano14u, Ano14v, Ano14w, Ano14x, Ano14y, Ano14z, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano15m, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano18e, Ano18f, Ano18g, Ano18h, Ano18i, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano19b]. Blind [BBM17, BV16, CONVVC18, CG17, CK19, DB19, FK19, HCBY18, ISP19, KOS16, NV14, OOK17,


Co-Extraction [YJX19].

Co-Factorization [HL15].

Co-Localization [DHSG15].


Codebook [HBB17, VML14].

Codebook-Based [HBB17, VML14].

Coded [ZLF19]. Coder [SKH+15a, SKH+15b]. Codes [XAHJ+14].

Coding [AHH+19, BF18, CLAG16, CDW16, JSY16, JG19, MK16, SKH+15a].

Coefficients [AS17b, DP16, GI15, ISZA15, KS16, KBG16b, MKA+14].

Coherence [BBM17, MHD15, MD18, SGH16, XZW15].

Coherent [JC17, SK15].

Coherent-to-Diffuse [SK15].


Collecting [KNH+17]. Colored [SK18].

Colouration [WWH+18].

Combination [CPCBFSF16, CJ15, FdDARF16, IY16].

Combined [BCB15, MGGK17, MHGD15].

Combining [CMY16, KSK+15, LCC+15, MGB18, RDP14, SKM17, SY15, WJ15a, WW19, YK17]. Command [PCG17].

Comments [CE14].

Common [PP19, SD16b, SD16a]. Communication [AHO16-50, AN16-51, KBV17, MHD+17, SWH+17, SHKB17].

Community [WYLZ16, ZHX+16]. Community-Based [WYLZ16].

Compact [MBD+15, SRH15, WDDL18].


Comparison [AJB+18, BKS+18, KBV16, WDD+16, vHK14].

Compensated [FPTJ18]. Compensation [BGQO+17, DH14, HSK17, LC16b, MGF18, MIJ+14, Nos16, TZA14, WVCL14].


Complexity [CBA+15, DDZS17, FWM+14a, FWM+14b, FMD14, HL14, NWM16, SDF18, SLC+15, SLW15, VH19, WW15].

Component [CWYC17, IY16]. Components [CB14].

Composition [CLAG16, MFG15].

Compositional [ZM17]. Compositionality [DWX+16].

Comprehension [LLJ+19, ZLJ+19]. Compressed [KM+18, MCD14].

Compression [CZG+15, KGH+16, MF17, NR14b, WLT+18].

Compressive [WLL+16, WZS14]. Computation [FB18].

Computational [SSKP16].

Computationally [KAJC16, MDM15].

Computer [MFG15, QMS16, hShWSL15, WSL15].

Computer-Aided [MFG15, QMS16, hShWSL15].

Computer-Assisted [WSL15].

Concealment [LC16a]. Concentric [HCB18].

Concurrent [SCEH19].

Conditional [May18, RLPK15, TL19, YLL15].

Conditions [BHBS16, CW18, DW17, RKN14, SLGZ15, ZWW14, ZWW15].

Conduction [SFK15].

Confidence [DAGS+18].

Configuration [TR14b].

Confused [RARR15].

Confusion [LHD16].

Connectionist [OOK17].

Connectives [MHPB15].

Considering [WZS14].

Consistency [LZ16]. Consistent [JT15].

Consolidated [GVMGO17].

Constituent [ZDC14].

Constrained [AHH+19, ABK19, ABK19].
BC18, KSHH18, MHGD15, RMBK14, Wid19, YSCZ15, YH17, ZW19. **Constraint** [BV17, HCBY18]. **Constraints** [HMDG15, SBV17, Wid18]. **Constructing** [Chi18a]. **Construction** [DJY+19, SMB18, VS14, WSY14]. **Containing** [NNS16]. **Content** [yLsL14, sLgyLac15, LCW18, LLW19, LXS18]. **Content-Oriented** [LXS18]. **Contents** [Ano14-92, Ano14-93, Ano14-96, Ano14-97, Ano14-100, Ano14-101, Ano14-104, Ano14-105, Ano14-108, Ano14-109, Ano14-112, Ano14-113, Ano15-79, Ano15-80, Ano15-81, Ano15-82, Ano15-83, Ano15-84, Ano15-85, Ano15-86, Ano15-87, Ano15-88, Ano15-89, Ano15-90, Ano15-91, Ano15-92, Ano15-93, Ano16-58, Ano16-59, Ano16-62, Ano16-63, Ano16-64, Ano16-65, Ano16-66, Ano16-67, Ano16-68, Ano16-69, Ano16-70, Ano16-71, Ano16-72, Ano16-73, Ano16-74, Ano16-75, Ano17-79, Ano17-78, Ano17-77, Ano17-80, Ano17-81, Ano17-82, Ano17-83, Ano17-84, Ano17-85, Ano17-86, Ano17-87, Ano17-88, Ano17-89, Ano17-90, Ano17-91, Ano17-92, Ano17-93, Ano17-94, Ano17-95, Ano17-96, Ano17-97, Ano17-98, Ano18-80, Ano18-81, Ano18-82, Ano18-83, Ano18-84, Ano18-85, Ano18-86, Ano18-87, Ano18-88, Ano18-89, Ano18-90, Ano18-91, Ano18-92, Ano18-73, Ano18-74, Ano18-75, Ano18-76, Ano18-77, Ano18-78, Ano18-79, Ano19-31]. **Contents** [Ano19v, Ano19-33, Ano19w, Ano19-34, Ano19x, Ano19-35, Ano19y, Ano19z, Ano19-28, Ano19-36, Ano19-29, Ano19-30, Ano14-94, Ano14-95, Ano14-98, Ano14-99, Ano14-102, Ano14-103, Ano14-106, Ano14-107, Ano14-110, Ano14-111, Ano14-114, Ano15-75, Ano15-76, Ano15-77, Ano15-78, Ano16-60, Ano16-61, Ano18-69, Ano19u, Ano19-27]. **Context** [BSR17, CGL15, CH16, Czy18, CBCL15, CDW16, Dko+18, SF18, SFIL17, TWZ18, WS14, WHLG14, XSL19, ZDC14, ZXSD17]. **Context-Aware** [SF18, TWZ18, XSL19, ZXSD17]. **Context-Dependent** [BSR17, CDW16, WS14, WHLG14]. **Context-Sensitive-Chunk** [CH16]. **Contexts** [CLW19, NAK17, SBG17]. **Contextual** [LWJ19, ZW16a]. **Continuity** [PSL17]. **Continuity/Discontinuity** [PSL17]. **Continuous** [Abd18, BDL15, DB15, FGQ+15, Lfh+15, LLLL19, LCTA19, MAL18, RF19, SFIL17, WZL15]. **Continuous-Space** [WZL15]. **Contours** [KY1+15]. **Contraction** [WHLG14]. **Contrast** [SDDCC15, Wid19]. **Contrastive** [STT1+19]. **Contribution** [KKGK18]. **Contributions** [SLR16]. **Control** [AA17, AKN16, BSB14, BBJ18, CC14a, CE14, CD17, CDA14, GdC14, LfdDG14, MX17, MNFGO19, SLW15, TM16, TNS+18, VH19, YEq17, Zaz+18, ZHB+18, ZtqB19]. **Controllable** [TKT17]. **Controlled** [HWT17, KGh16, LCWC16, MJ18, YZw+18, CHC14]. **Controllers** [BSB14]. **Controls** [PCW15]. **Conv** [LM19]. **Conv-TasNet** [LM19]. **Convergence** [YEq17]. **Conversation** [JMD1+17, WWll14, YZw18]. **Conversational** [ESV17, MSFK15, WTH14, XDH1+17, YB14]. **Conversations** [HPB15, SWZ16, YB14]. **Conversion** [ATA16, CLLD14, Dtn14, HSM19, JRA17, KKTh19, LCTA19, NTA15, NTM16, PS17, PM15, SZL19, TLW17, WvCL14, ZLL19, ZkDs18, Zgo19]. **Converting** [ACRs14]. **Convex** [JBT15, KHH1J19a]. **Convolutional** [AHM1+14, AtdT18, CDW16, Fwt+18, JSY16, JG19, OGZ18, PHM1+17, Qbty16, SP16, TQH+18, Zkh18, Zpd19, ZLF19, rPh+17]. **Convolutions** [TCW19]. **Convolutive** [BP14, CY15, FK19, KBGAP1+16, LGH18, LGG19b, MD16, SOF15]. **Convolved** [SDDCC15]. **Cooperative** [ZCDS15]. **Corpora** [LFU17, ZB14]. **Corpus**
[CWH+16]. Correction
[AAA19, FWM+14a, KDJJ17]. Corrections
[SPM17a]. Correlated [PSL+16].
Correlation
[ATP16, MC17, SAC17, WD16, PT14].
Correlations [Lin18, SM14]. Corrupted
[DBN+17]. Cortical [SKM17]. Cosine
[SKSD14]. Cost [CPSFC+14, KSHH18,
SSKP16, SLK17, ZN14]. Countermeasures
[WD+16]. Counting [WHRC16, YLPL19].
CountNet [SCEH19]. Coupled
[AYK15, BVGV15, LCZ+17].
Coupled-HMM-Based [AZK15]. Course
[yLSY+14]. Covariance [CONVVC18, EJ16,
MXNB19, NV14, PC19, ZF14, ZDLK18].
Cover [Ano14u, Ano14v, Ano14-29,
Ano14-30, Ano14-31, Ano14-32, Ano15r,
Ano15s, Ano15v, Ano15w, Ano15x, Ano15y,
Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s,
Ano16t, Ano17-28, Ano17-29, Ano17-30,
Ano17-31, Ano17-32, Ano17-33, Ano17-34,
Ano17-35, Ano17-36, Ano17-37, Ano18-33,
Ano18-34, Ano18-35, Ano18-36, Ano18-37,
Ano18-38, Ano18-39, Ano18-40, Ano18-41,
Ano18-42, FDK15, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k,
Ano14l, Ano14m, Ano14n, Ano14o, Ano14p,
Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14s, Ano14t, Ano14u,
Ano14v, Ano14y, Ano14z, Ano14-27,
Ano14-28, Ano15n, Ano15o, Ano15p,
Ano15q, Ano15t, Ano15u, Ano16m, Ano16n].
Covert [STBC17]. Cramér
[SCH17b, WCY19]. Creation [DHYG14].
CRF [WL19]. Cries [SK16b]. Criteria
[JBLT15, WJ15b]. Criterion
[HXWS15, WSH15]. Cross
[ASC+18, CHWL14, CH18a, DAFS15,
GDC19, GAHP17, JHKL18, LCLM18,
LJX+16, Lin18, LGR14, PT14, PM15, SV18,
SDK17, SPM17a, SPM17b, XHS+18, YsL15,
ZZZ16, ZWX15]. Cross-Channel [GDC19].
Cross-correlation [PT14]. Cross-Dialect
[CH18a]. Cross-Domain [XHS+18].
Cross-Entropy [SV18]. Cross-Language
[JHKL18, YsL15, ZZZ16, ZWX15].
Cross-Linguual [ASC+18, CHWL14,
LJX+16, LGR14, PM15, SDK17].
Cross-Recording [LCLM18].
Cross-Show [DAFS15]. Cross-Speaker [GPAP17].
Cross-Spectra [SPM17a, SPM17b].
Crosslingual [SV17, YGS19]. Crosstalk
[MV14]. Crowdsourced [LB19].
Crowdsourcing [GMM17]. Cue
[HMDG15, MHMD15, SBV16]. Cues
[ABKP19, MV18]. Cumulative
[CPFC14]. Cumulative-Sum-Based
[CPFC14]. Current [SLGA15].
Curriculum [LB19, RH18]. Curve
[MTBB15]. Custom [ISZA15]. Cylindrical
[KFH+14, PBM+19].

D [BWH18, CT14, GDM18, HB17, SMH14,
WAS16, WFSF19, vMM14]. Dance
[GKC16]. Data [ARSLN16, AM18a, Bre15,
CBG15, CMY16, CGK15, DFD17, FMB16,
GG+17, HSM19, KXS+19, LGTM18,
LAK16, MSD14, SDK17, YXYH14].

Data-Association [AM18a].
Data-Driven [DD17, LGTM18]. Database
[KG19, SLH17, WDD+16]. DCASE
[MHBB18, MDE+19, SMA+17]. DCT
[SB18]. De-synchronization [XNG+14].
Deal [KMB18]. Decay [BY15, SH14b].
Decaying [BV17]. Decentralized
[ZTQP17]. Decision [SHAGPRZ17].

Decoding
[ACRS14, KLK17, MHBT15, MFL17, WL19].
Decomposition
[BIK+18, JP14, KD18, MK15b, PBC18,
PSL17, TZA14, TZZ+15a, WCY15].
Decomposition-Based [KD18].
Deconvolution [DVH17]. Decorrelation
[ZZH16]. Decoupled [HZF17]. Decoupling
[CBC15]. Deep [AF18, BSR17, CLAG16,
CLL14, CRVB+15, CM15, CH16, CCT+19,
CTLL17, CGK15, CG16, DGS+18, DQY18,
DTDL16, FLMS16, GTV19, GH17, GRSP17,
GJ17, HL18, HKHS15, JMD+17, JLWLF14,
KKLK18, KS+19, KYTEJ17, KK19, KG19,
LC16a, LCW+18, LK19, LS14a, LR17, LDZ19, LCM18, MBB17, MGB18, MZX+15, MZM15, MKA16, NW15, NLL+18, NLV16, PS19, PDS+16, QBY16, QCDW17, RARR15, SWW+17, SS16, SHD14, STT+19, SAS17, SZV16, SWCN19, TQY16, TQH+18, WS14, WDDL17, WWS+18, WC18a, WW19, WZ19, WBSG18, WYSID15, WGR+18, WL19, XDDL15, XHW+17, XAHJ+14, YMM19, ZW16a, ZW16b, ZZ+16, ZW17, ZH18, ZW19, ZZ19, ZJD+15.

LC16a, MSS17, PPSG17, PCLP14, SAA15, SRH15, SMH14, [Dilated [TCW19]].

**Dimension** [MJ†14]. **Dimensional** [AG17, KBV17, WCY19, XDC+17, ZA14]. **DIP** [DSH18]. **DIP-Based** [DSH18].

**Diphthong** [GDM18]. **Diphthongs** [AG17].

**Diplophonic** [AHSS†18]. **Dirt** [CASZ17, FWT†18, GCG†17, JD17, LGHG17, NR14a, RJCW17, SAC17, SLK17].

**Direct** [CASZ17, SAC17]. **Direct-Path** [LGHG17, NR14a]. **Direct-to-Reverberant** [CASZ17, SAC17].

**Direction** [ED18, HMN17, KK14, NV14, PCB16b, SLC†15, TP15, TTH14, TR15].

**Direction-of-Arrival** [KK14, SLC†15, TTH14]. **Directional** [BH19, KSK†15, PAB19, TS14]. **Directions** [ES16].

**Directive** [WCCB19]. **Directivity** [PBC16, RHvdP†16, WC16a]. **Disambiguating** [MHPB15].

**Discontinuity** [PSL17]. **Discommon** [KL15, HNY†15, MHPB15, WYH†15].

**Discover** [CL18a, KJG16, SHDG16, WsL15, XO16].

**Discrepancy** [LMC18]. **Discriminant** [CPL14, WCC†15, XAHJ†14].

**Discriminating** [AY15]. **Discrimination** [BTBT18]. **Discriminative** [BXY14, HXWS15, LAK16, TR14a, WHQY19, WJ15b]. **Discriminatively** [HSKP18, ZF14]. **Disease** [NRˇCR14].

**Disorder** [LLL19]. **Disorders** [NRˇCR14].

**Dissonance** [MBTB14]. **Distance** [CBCL15, GSA18, KHTL18, SKSD14].

**Distance-Based** [SKSD14]. **Distant** [MH16, NKH16, WHRC16]. **Distillation** [CLCW18, JKU18]. **Distinct** [Lin18].

**Distortion** [AM18b, DH14, FNA15, HSK17, MJD†14, PMB†19, WFN†18]. **Distributed** [BF18, CBA†15, CZZ15, DPHG18, HL18, IO17, KSSH18, LGTG17, MH16, SAP14, SKDN14, SKH†15a, TH14, TH16, TCY15, WD16, WRC16, WLT†18, ZHI14, ZCY16, ZHH18].

**Distribution** [ATP15, WXZ†19, ZDLK18]. **Distributions** [ATP16, WAS16, CPL14]. **Disturbances** [NCC15].

**Divergence** [FSO17, SLGZ15]. **Divergences** [ISP19, SDDCC15].

**Diverse** [AY15]. **Discrimination** [BTBT18]. **Discriminative** [BXY14, HXWS15, LAK16, TR14a, WHQY19, WJ15b]. **Discriminatively** [HSPK18, ZF14].

**Disease** [NRˇCR14].

**Disorder** [LLL19]. **Disorders** [NRˇCR14].

**Do** [GSA18]. **DOA** [AM18a, CH18, HZF17, JTHN14, JCBJ15, KAJC16, RKN14, WCY19, WAIJ15, WRK18]. **DOA-Based** [WCY19].

**Document** [HPB15, HNY†15, yLS14, YW14, YCLS17]. **Documents** [GMH17, MBD†15]. **Domain** [AB18, ARSLN16, AGW15, BP14, BwWWM17, BBBS16, BCB18, DLG18, DMVP16, DB18, DB19, DBM15, GEC15, GCvWMJ14, HMN17, HCBY18, HHC16, JTHN14, KFH†14, LPHCB14, LKH14, LMC18, MAP14, MH18, MK17, OG14, PW19, SK16a, SB18, TM16, Ter16, VH19, VDM15, WB18, WUF†18, WW17, XWWW18, XHS†18, XMBN18, YFY17, ZAZ†18, ZHI†18, ZCQ†19, WZS14].

**Domains** [RKL14]. **Dominance** [NRˇCR14].

**Dominant** [YZLY17]. **Double** [GCvWMJ14]. **Double-Talk-Robust** [GCvWMJ14]. **Doubly** [BGT†18, TP16].

**Drift** [BBM17]. **Drilling** [ZH19]. **Driven** [BE17, DDZS17, DLMM†18, LGTG18, LMC17].

**Driving** [FFSS17]. **Drum** [BM16, LKPR18, WDS†18]. **Dual** [CZ17, CC14b, JEP14, KK14, LCTA19].

**Dual-Microphone** [CC14b, KK14]. **Dual-Radius** [JEP14]. **due** [ACB17].

**Duration** [HWT†17, WHQY19]. **Duration-Controlled** [HWT†17]. **Duration-
[RF19]. Dyadic [SWZ16]. Dynamic
[AZK15, BGQO+17, GDM18, KMM+18, KB14, KGH+16, KGG19, MAP14, MV14, WLL15b, XSL+19, ZCYZ18]. Dynamical [BLLP17]. Dynamics [PK15]. Dysarthric


Energies [CSS+19]. Energy [CASZ17, ISZ15, SAC17, SH17b, ZSIA16]. Engineering [DM16, QCDW17]. English [CTSC14, WSY14]. Enhance [ZLF19]. Enhanced [GWG+14, NR14b, PK15, YHC19, ZZZ16]. Enhancement [BVGV15, BIK+18, BA19, CH15, DP16, DBK15, DB18, DNT+14, DBN+17, EMF18, FWY+18, GVM10, GTV19, HBB17, ISZ15, JVR16, JRA17, KGP14, KNBC19, KH17, KK14, KHN+18, KTJ19, KMG17, KBG16a, KBG18, KG14, KDJJ16, KDJJ17, LG19, LK19, LGGH19b, LSH14, MWT16,
MPAEBLB15, MC17, MK15b, MK15c, MBK17, NJC16a, PS19, PW19, RG18, SBM+19, SM18, SLGZ15, SZVZ16, SK18, TOS14, TM14, TCW19, TJB16, TWSS16, TE16, VBY18, WFN+18, WLL+16, WB18, WDDL18, WRDP17, WZS14, XDDL15, XMBN18, ZCF14, ZH14, ZWW19, ZZ19.

Enhancer [TM16]. Enhancing [EZS14, HHC16]. Enjoyable [MSFK15].

Enrollment [LH14]. Ensemble [AZGN14, LB16, SV18, TMH+14, ZW16b]. Ensembling [WDDL18]. Entity [HSZ+18, XHS+18]. Entropy [MK16, NAK+17, SV18, WLL15b].

Entropy-Based [WLL15b]. Envelope [AF18, DSMD15, DAR16, EMTF18]. Envelopes [AY17]. Environment [FSA18, FNA15, TMH+14, WRK18].

Environmental [SK17, SSKP16, TMKO17, XHW+17, YND14]. Environments [DBK15, DPHG18, FSO17, FZZ+15, LSH14, MM17, MGK17, SGH17a, SK16b, SWCN19, VMOL16, ZW17]. Epoch [VP17, VAP19]. Epoch-Synchronous [VAP19]. Equalization [FdDARF16, KD16, KD17, LGGH18, PMB+19, PAB19, RKL14].


Estimation [AF18, AM18a, AB15, BBM17, CH18, CH15, CASZ17, CS19, CL14a, CL17a, DAR16, EGMN16, EMTF17, EMTF18, ESJ17, FSA18, FWM+14a, FW+14b, GTS+19, GKC16, GB14, HNN17, HAGSZ16, HJC19, HTG14, HGT15a, HZF17, IYY16, JP14, JFG+17, JCB15, JT15, JBTC15, KAJC16, KD18, KKG16, KHHJ19b, KBG16b, KDJJ16, KDJJ17, Lin19, LFU+17, MPAEBLB15, MKA+14, MD18, MSRND14, MAT15, MXNB19, MK15b, MK15c, NJC16a, NJC16b, PS17, PT14, PCLP14, RKN14, RG17, SM14, SD16b, SD16a, SH14b, SGH16, SK15, SL+15, SFBK15, SM18, SY15, SKH+15a, SLGZ15, SZVZ16, SLJ18, TH17, TP15, Ter16, TG16, TR15, TVJ15, TMH+14, TE16, WGD15, WD16, WY1H17, WXZ+19, WJL15, WRK18, XGKM18, XGKM19, XLLY18, ZG16, ZNN+16, ZHH19].

Estimator [PSL+16]. Estimators [BKS+18, SH14b, SGH17b]. Estonian [ESVK17]. Evaluated [PM15]. Evaluating [BDL15]. Evaluation [BBC+16, BVWM18, BKS+18, Bre15, CLW+16, CMG+17, FWT+18, GTV19, JSR16, JEP14, LCZ+19, NRC14, SM18, TL19, VHH18, YLD15].

Event [BLLP17, FZZ+15, GPP17, HWT+17, JP14, KXZ+19, LLR+16, LZ16, MCCF18, MSB18, MZX+15, MCE+19, PMMM15, RVD+17, SGA15, WWS+18, WSH15, rPH+17, Ano16-52, Ano16-53, Ano16-54, Ano16-55, Ano16-56, Ano16-57]. Event-Based [JP14]. Events [CPSFC+14, MHB+18, PHM+16, SMA+17].

Evolution [LB16, MTS+19, SWZ16, WLL15b]. Evolution-Strategy-Based [MTS+19]. Evolutionary [HHMK18]. Example [MAP14, RAB18].

Excitation [EMT17, EMTF18, JBT19, SSK17]. Exemplar [BVG15, BV17, KGP14, TLW+17, WWD14, WVCL14, YGV14]. Exemplar-Based [BVG15, BV17, KGP14, TLW+17, WVCL14]. Exemplars [YGS19].

Expanding [DRF014]. Expansion [CWH+16, GDC19, LPHCB14, yLSL14].

ODSM16, PSL17, SWZ16, WWLL14].  
**Exploits [May18]. Exploring** [TZZ15b, XGKM18]. **Exponential** [CPCBFSF16, FOBP15, HOF15].  
**Expression** [CBG15]. **Expressive** [MSFK15].  
**Extended [AKG+17, NAK+17]. Extending** [ABvM19, GHAP17]. **Extensible** [ES16].  
**Extension** [AF18, AF19, LAGD18, LB16, ZPP15]. **External** [ABvM19, YKPMP18]. **Extra** [WED17]. **Extracted** [WSY14]. **Extracting** [HL18].  
**Extractive** [CLC+15, CLCW18, LCC+15, YW14]. **Extractor** [ZSB17].  
**F** [LK19]. **F0** [AB15, CWJ15, IIY16, LCTA19, WTY18]. **F1** [HXWS15]. **F1-Score** [HXWS15].  
**Facial** [JD17]. **Factor** [BDV+14, CC15, HH14, MAL18, QTY16, WLLZ17, YHO+17].  
**Factored** [AVK+15]. **Factorization** [ATA16, BV16, BOL+18, BSER17, CONVVC18, CBG15, CY16, ED18, FSO17, HL15, KHTL18, KSK+15, KOS+16, LKPR18, MH16, ZHH+16]. **Factorized** [CL14a, SS16]. **Factors** [KKJN17, SKAK16, WWLL14, WC16a, ZYG+14].  
**Fast** [FNM+19]. **Fast-Safe** [FNM+19]. **Family** [HBL14, TR14a]. **Far** [ATP15, ZSIA16].  
**Far-field** [ATP15]. **Farewell** [Ano18-32, Den14]. **Fast** [BF18, CRH+14, CL14a, Cum15, DAFS15, KKGH16, KBT19, ODG16, XAHJ+14]. **Fate** [PP19]. **FDAF** [GCvWMJ14]. **FDTD** [HB17, SRH15, vMM14]. **Feature** [AV16, BY15, BSER17, CWW14, CJI14, CZZ15, DH14, GMH14, IO17, KGP14, KKGK18, KNH+17, LWZ+14, MAK15, NXCL16, QCDW17, SAB16, SKDN14, VML14, WLT+18, WL19, XHW+17, ZDG14, ZW19].  
**Features** [AVK+15, BMVG17, CSJD16, CHWL14, CTL17, DHSG15, DW17, DB15, FOBP15, GKC16, GMFG16, GFP17, HLL15, HL18, JMD+17, JT15, LGHG17, LLL19, LCTA19, PKA14, STT+19, SGA15, SMA+17, SAS17, SKK14, SKM17, TD16, TZZ15b, YAP19, WYH17, WW19, WSY14, WK16, XGKM18, YK17, YB14, dICSVGAPM15, VZC14].  
**Feedback** [AA17, BRD15, BE17, BvWWM17, BvWM18, FWM+14a, FWM+14b, PPSG17, SD16b, SD16a, SNTD19, SH17a, SLGA15, SP15, TNS+18, XYH14]. **Feedback-Driven** [BE17]. **Feedforward** [AA17, BRD15, BE17, BvWWM17, BvWM18, FWM+14a, FWM+14b, PPSG17, SD16b, SD16a, SNTD19, SH17a, SLGA15, SP15, TNS+18, XYH14].  
**Field** [ATP16, ADM+17, BGQO+17, EJ16, FFSS17, FFSS18, KMM+18, KBV16, KBV17, KFH+14, MAB+16, MF18, WWS+18, WAS16, WWH+18, WSFS19, ZA14, ZHB+18, ZSIA16, ATP15]. **Fields** [CE15, NYD17, YLL15]. **Filling** [MDY+15].  
**Filter** [AM16, BvWWM17, DV14a, DV14b, FZZ+15, FB18, FB19, GCvWMJ14, HAGSZ16, HHMK18, KKJN17, KMG17, Lin19, May18, MAK15, MKA16, MJK+14, MG18, SGM+15, SD16b, SGH15a, SMVW14, SRH15, TTH14, TCY15, TE16, VP17, WW15, WRLG17, YLJ16, ZCY16, ZCYZ18, ZDLK18]. **Filter-Bank** [SGM+15]. **Filterbank** [CFMM14, SP16, SGA15, YLD15].  
**Filterbanks** [CRH+14]. **Filtered** [CC14a, FdDARF16, dICSVGAPM15]. **Filtered-x** [FdDARF16, CC14a]. **Filtering** [ARSA14, ABA17, AY15, CH18, CD17, CMG+17, DMVP16, DB18, DB19, ET18, GMH14, GJ17, JCB15, KFH+14, LGGH19a, LG16, MHD15, MHGD15, NCC15, OOK17, MG19, RG15b, SR16a, TH14, TH16, XMBN18, ZHH18, ZH15].
Filtering-Based [MHD15]. Filters
Game [hShWsL15]. Gated [TWZ+18, TCW19]. Gating [TB18].

Gaussian [ATP16, BDV+14, BSB14, CY15, DDNN19, GY14, GR14, GHAP17, HIA+17, HGAPB15, JRA17, KK19, LGR14, NNL15, RG18, RBBG15, SKH+15a, TZZ+15a, VZC14].

Gaussian-Impulse [TZZ+15a].

Gaussianization [Ano19c, MMMDL+14].

GCC [WRDP17]. GCC-NMF [WRDP17].

Gender [WDDL17]. General [BHBS16, FFSS18]. Generalized [ABvM19, DV14a, DV14b, DTL15, DST+19, JSR16, KPH15, Lin19, MH16, PLZL17, SDDCC15, SR14, SLW15, SKH+15a, VS14].

Generalized-Gaussian-Distributed [SKH+15a].

Generalizing [XLLY18].

Generated [EZS14, WWD14]. Generating [LM17].

Generation [ASC+18, BGD+18, BTD+19, HW16, HSZ+18, JD17, LGMD18, MSF15, OFF+17, RLK14, WC16b, WK16, XSL+19, YZW+18].

Generative [CLLD14, CRVB+15, GBH16, KYI+15, STS18, TL19].

Generic [DDNN19, RRdM16].

Genre [DHD+19, PKA14, RV14, ROL+15].

Genre-Based [RV14].

Geometric [APH14, WSFS19].

Geometries [DJY+19].

Geometrical [XLLY18].

Get [Ano17-68, Ano17-69, Ano15z, Ano15-27].

Get-A-Member [Ano17-68, Ano17-69].

Global [BLS15, BJB18, ET18, Nos16, YJX19].

GlotNet [JBTA19]. Glottal [ARSA14, ABA17, AJB+18, CMG+17, DP16, JBTA19, KDY14, KKGH16, MG18, MG19, SR16a].

GMM [WW14].

Goly [KM17].

Gossip [ZH14].

GPU [BGQ+17, LFdDG14, ODG16, SRH15].

GPU-Based [BGQ+17].

Gradient [HF15].

Gradients [RG15a].

Gram [MHBT15].

Grammar [ZDC14].

Graph [LK16, WYLZ16, WLLZ17, ZWCT15].

Graph-Based [LK16, ZWCT15].

Graphic [RVD14].

Graphs [yLSL14, PHMB18].

Grid [COH18, SLJ18].

Grounded [KSL19].

Group [Chi15b, ONKP16, SZL19].

Grouping [LSDM19].

Growing [WZL+15].

Growth [Li15].

Guest [HLL15].

Guided [FZZ+15, WZW19, ZA14].

Guitar [AS17a, MFG15].

HAAQI [KA16].

Hammerstein [DVWDM14].

Handling [HBF+16].

Handwritten [GMH17].

Hankel [JP14].

Hard [ZH19].

Harmonic [AKB+16, DMVP16, DIP14, ESJ17, EJ16, FNA15, HMN17, JTHN14, JC17, KF+14, LKPR18, MBT14, MDM15, MK15b, PSL17, PHK16, TOS14, TOS14, TM16, Ter4, WYH17, Ziv15].

Harmonic-Percussive [PSL17].

Harmonic/Percussive [LKPR18, TOS14, TOS14].

Harmonics [HZZ17, HZF18, SAC17, ZKA15, Ziv15].

Harmonics-Based [SAC17, ZKA15].

Head [BKK15, GSA18, MM15, MG18, MGF18, PAB19, RF19].

Head-Related [BKK15, GSA18, MBM15, PAB19, RF19].

Headline [ASC+18].

Headphones [GdC14, RG15b].

Hearing [AHH+19, ABKP19, FWM+14a, FWM+14b, FPTJ17, IC19, KNCB19, KPH15, MHD15, NHGD15, NWM16, NNL15, PPSG17, SSFP18, SG+15, SD16b, SD16a, SNTD19, SP15, TNS+18, WY15, YLJ16, YKPM18, ZEM18, KA16].

Hearing-Aid [YLJ16, KA16].

Height [KFH+14].
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[MHB+18]. Outdoor [SMSV17]. Outlier
[CDWA17]. Output [CD17, NYS17].
Over-Determined [OG14, WRC16].
Overlapped [CDLX18, SH17b].
Overlapping [LVW+14, YB14, Ziv15].
Overview [LDGHU14, RLS+18, WC18a].
Packet [ISZA15, LC16a]. Packets
[FZZ+15]. Page [Ano17c, Ano14i, Ano14j, Ano14k, Ano14l, Ano14m, Ano14n, Ano14o, Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14s, Ano14t, Ano14u, Ano14v, Ano14w, Ano14x, Ano14y, Ano14z]. Parsing
[MD18]. Parse [SK14]. Parsing
[CZZ15, LCZ+14, ODSM16, WYH+15, YZL+18]. Part [SD16a, DV14a, DV14b].
Partial [HL15, MD18]. Particle
Ano14-64, Ano14-76, Ano14-65, Ano14a,
Ano15-50, Ano15-51, Ano15-52, Ano15-53,
Ano15-54, Ano15-55, Ano15-56, Ano15-57,
Ano15-58, Ano15-59, Ano16k, Ano16l,
Ano16-32, Ano16-38, Ano16-33, Ano16-39,
Ano16-29, Ano16-30, Ano16-31, Ano16-34,
Ano16-36, Ano16-40, Ano16-35]. Processing
[Ano16-37, Ano16-41, Ano17-59, Ano16i,
Ano16j, Ano17r, Ano17z, Ano17s, Ano17-27,
Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x,
Ano17y, Ano18v, Ano18w, Ano18x, Ano18y,
Ano18z, Ano18-27, Ano18-28, Ano18-29,
Ano18-30, Ano18-31, Ano18a, Ano19a].
Processor [YLD15]. Product
[CBC19, PBC18]. Production
[ACB17, TKT17]. Profiling [PCG17].
Program [Ano17-68, Ano17-69]. Programming
[ABA17, BC17, BC18, SD16a, ZCYZ18].
Progressive [CDLX18]. Projection
[FLB16, SK18, ZN14]. Projection-Based
[FLB16]. Projective [LKPR18, MAST15].
Pronunciation
[CJ15, HBF+16, QMS16, hShWsL15, WsL15].
Pronunciation-Based [HBF+16].
Propagation [PMB+19, TVJ15].
Properties [BS14]. Proportionate
[LG16, PPSG17, ZN14, ZYG+14]. Prosodic
[Chi18a, NAK+17]. Prosody
[CHC+14, CWH+16, HWW16, OL15, SZL19].
Prototype [yLSY+14]. Pruning [TZZ15b].
PSD [KDJJ17, ET18, FSA18, KBG18,
KDJJ16, RG17, TH17]. Pseudo
[GBH16, JLU18, WC18b].
Pseudo-Determined [WC18b].
Pseudo-FMLLR [JKU18].
Pseudo-Whisper [GBH16].
Pseudospectral [BS14]. Pseudospectrum
[MKA+14]. Pseudospectral [BS14].}

```
[MG18]. Psychological
[WWLL14]. Psychophysical [YLD15].
```

publication [Ano14-77, Ano14-78,
Ano14-79, Ano14-80, Ano14-69, Ano14-70,
Ano14-71, Ano14-72, Ano14-73, Ano14-74,
Ano14-75, Ano14-76, Ano15-50, Ano15-51,
Ano15-52, Ano15-53, Ano15-54, Ano15-55,
Ano15-56, Ano15-57, Ano15-58, Ano15-59,
Ano16-38, Ano16-39, Ano16-40, Ano16-41].
Publish [Ano14-90, Ano14-91]. Publishing
[Ano18-43]. Pulse [DLG18]. Pulses [PT14].
Purpose [GKC16]. Pursuit [WZS14].
Pyramid [OGZ18].
```

QIM [LJK17]. Quad [SW16]. Quad-Based
[SW16]. Quadratic
[ABA17, BS14, Wd18]. Quality
[AKG+17, BvWM18, BMVG17, Bre15,
CSS+19, DRK18, FBE19, KA16, KNH+18,
LFU+17, MGT15, SSFP18, VP17].
Quality-Based [DRK18]. Quantization
[CJ15, MK16, WCY15, YHO+18]. Quasi
[ARSA14]. Query
[yLS14, MAP14, RAB18, WJ15a].
Query-by-Example [MAP14].
Query-by-Singing [WJ15a].
Query-by-Singing/Humming [WJ15a].
Question [BGD+18, LWJ19, ZH+16].
Question-Specific [LWJ19]. Questions
[KG19].
```

Radial [ATP16]. Radiance [BRD15].
Radiated [XWW18]. Radiativity
[MSS17]. Radius [JEP14]. Random
[yLS14, NYD18, PVM15, SAK16, YLL15,
ZH15]. Randomization [BF18].
Randomized [ZH14]. Rank
[BIK+18, CJ15, EIPB+19, HOJ15, PAK14,
PCB16b, SLGZ15, SMW14]. Rank-Based
[PCB16b]. Ranking [LXS+18, ZLS16].
RANSAC [TS14]. Rao [SGH17b, WCY19].
Raphson [FB19]. Rapid
[DKO+18, KGW17, VTN15, XLY18].
Rate [AHF+19, BMM17, CLAG16,
CHC+14, JBT15, LJ17, LCWC16, SH14b,
SKH+15b, WDI6, ZG16, ZH18].
Rate-Constrained [AHF+19].
Rate-Controlled [LCWC16, CHC+14].
Rate-Distributed [ZH18]. Ratio
[BA19, CASZ17, CC14b, SAC17, SK15,
```
Repeated [JFG+17]. Repeats [NNS16].

Representation [AGW15, ADM+17, BA19, CHL+19, LLL+19, MBD+15, PKA14, Rak17, SAS17, SZL19, SKH+15b, VML14, WVCL14, ZKA15, ZPP15].

Representation-Based [AGW15].

Representations [BV17, CZZ15, CSAR+14, DSMD15, MMC18, PHM+16, RG15a, SY15, YCLS17, YGG14, ZXH+16, vHK14].

Representing [WLL15b].

Reproduction [DRK18, HGT15a, HGT15b, JSR16, JK15, KBV16, KBV17, KFH+14, SR14, SvWRK15, TZA14, VDM15, ZA14].

Reranking [SKK14].

Rescoring [LCW+16].

Reshaping [MJ18].

Residual [Emu18, RBBG15, TQH+18, TCW19, WVCL14].

Resilient [YBC+14].

Resolution [BP14, DTDL16, KKKH16, PP19, RARR15, RF19, SKH+15b, TOS14].

Resource [Ano16-48, Ano16-49, CM15, HLL15, HOF15, LGR14, SV18, YTWB19, YGS19].

Resource-Limited [HLL15].

Resources [DBM15, NNC19].

Response [ADM+17, BWH18, CCR16, COH18, KBT19, LXS+18, TWSS16, XSL+19].

Responses [BA16, DMP+18, KB14, MCD14, TP15, Ter16, VDC+17].

Restoration [DM16, KSK+15].

Restricted [NTA15, NTM16, NTY19].

Results [MBK17].

Retrieval [ARS16, KSL19, yLSL14, sLGyLaC15, LCW+18, PDS+16, RRdM16, VML14, ZXH+16].

Reverberant [AGBC14, CW18, CASZ17, DW17, DPHG18, FSA18, FO17, FK19, JWL14, LKH14, MMB17, MGK17, SAC17, SWCN19, VBY18, WRK18, ZW17, ZW14, ZW15, ZW19].

Reverberation [BRD15, BKS+18, CS19, DBN+17, HCJT15, KD18, KDJD16, KDJD17, LBR16, LYN14, Lin18, NR14a, PLZL17, SH14a, SH14b, SGH17b, XGKM19].

Reverberation-Robust [Lin18].

Reverberator [PCLP14].

Reverse [DM16].

Reversion [RJCW17].

Review [MSRND14, WDS+18].

Reviewers [Ano14-81, Ano15-70, Ano17-67, Ano18-66].

Rhythm [GKC16, HS15, MFG15, NYS17, RDP14].

Rhythm-Based [RDP14].

Rich [SKK14, YZV+18, ZP15].

Riesz [AS15].

Risk [CY15].

RLS [CC15, ZN14].

RNN [GG18, NTA15, SKK17].

RNN-Based [GG18, SSK17].

Robot [TR14b].

Robots [TR15].

Robust [AV16, AS17b, AM18b, ATP19, ABKP19, BC17, BC18, BE17, BCB15, CBA+15, CCR16, CZ17, DSH18, GMH14, GWG+14, GI15, GB16, GCWMJ14, GB14, GJB15, HAGS16, HH14, HCBY18, HIA+17, HHC16, HLY16, JFG+17, KGP14, KAJC16, KS16, KD17, KMG17, KSSH18, KHHJ19b, LWZ+14, LDGH14, LS14a, LM15, LMC17, LZN14, Lin18, Lin19, MM17, MGB18, MPAE15, MPC16, MMCF18, May18, MZX+15, MAK15, NW14, NXCL16, Non14, PC16a, QTY16, QBTY16, QCDW17, MG18, RH18, SH14a, STH+18, SDF18, SMB+19, SW16, SKM17, SLW15, TD16, TQH+18, TMM18, TMMZ+15a, TWSS16, TV15, TMK17, TS16, WW16, WED16, WYH17, WCC19, WZ19, XNG+14, YG14, YLY15, ZHH16, ZBC14, ZWN14, ZCO+19, dCSVAG15, VZC14].

Robustness [CH18, HGT15c, NW15, SK16a].

Role [DBM15].

Roles [YW14].

Rolling [CDA+14].

Room [ADM+17, BWH18, BA16, BQO+17, BHBS16, BS14, CCR16, DHCS15, DAVW15, EGMM16, FdDAR16, HB17, KB14, MCD14, MNFG19, SAP15, SRH15, SWCN19, TZA14, TP15, Ter16, VDC+17, XGM18, YB14, vMM14].

Rotating [MXN19].

Rule [ZP15].

S1.11 [YLJ16].

Safe [FNM+19].

Sample [BRE15, WBSG18, ZDLK18].

Sampling [BBM17, BKK15, WD16].

Savitzky
[CHL±19, DDZS17, DSN18, SZX±18, TL19, WL19, YZW±18, ZLL±19].

**Sequence-to-Sequence**

[CHL±19, DSN18, ZLL±19]. **Sequences**

[BCA15, CCR16, XNP±18]. **Sequential**

[FMD14, GLC±14, RCL18]. **Session** [LH14].

**Set** [RARR15, TD16, WSY14, ZH15]. **Sets**

[MKA16, PAB19]. **Severe** [SAB16].

**Shaping** [KBT19, YHO±18, ZTQB19].

**Shift** [SKSD14]. **Shifting** [HGT15b]. **Short**

[HCJT15, KTJ19, LWZZ16, PDS±16, VH19, WHQY19, YZLY17, YZW±18].

**Short-Duration** [WHQY19]. **Short-Term**

[PDS±16, YZLY17]. **Short-Time**

[HCJT15, KTJ19, VH19]. **Shot** [ASC±18].

**Show** [DAFS15]. **Siamese** [ZPD19].

**Sidetone** [ABV19, DST±19]. **Sign**


[CWW14, DMVP16, EJ16, KSK±15, KD17, KHHJ19b, PCW15, RMBK14, SWW±17, SNTD19, SK18, SBVM16, VS14, VDM15, YZLY17]. **Signal-Dependent**

[DMVP16, KD17]. **Signal-to-Noise**

[CWW14]. **Signals**

[AKG±17, BP14, BSWP18, CT14, EJS17, HTG14, JD17, LSW18, LJK17, MP16, NWM16, NR14b, SK17, SB18, TOS14, TZZ±15a, VM15, WAS14, XNRG15, XGKM19, ZG16, Ziv15, vHK14]. **SII**

[HCJT15]. **Silent**

[BSWP18, KCMW17, MHD±17]. **Similar**

[MWT16]. **Similarities** [PHM±16].

**Similarity** [BA16, BM15, FMD14, FDK15, yLS14, OR16a, PHMB18, QW±19].

**Simple** [ZYF18]. **Simplified** [GLQ16].

**Simulating** [LLR±16]. **Simulation**

[BHBS16, BH19, CMFM14, HH17, HH14, KBV17, vMM14]. **Simulations**

[DAWM15, SwRK15]. **Simultaneous**

[SM18, TK14, YHO±17]. **Singer** [HL15].

**Singing** [CWW16, DAR16, HL15, IY16, KG16, MTBB15, TOS14].

**Singing/Humming** [WJ15a].

**Single**

[AM18b, AY15, BXY14, CDLX18, DAFS15, DB18, DBN±17, DTL16, GH17, GRSP17, HSPK18, KG14, LK19, MK15b, MK15c, MBK17, PSL±16, SGM±15, Tt16, VP17, WFN±18, WWD14, WDDL17, WYS15, WK18, XGKM19, YKMP18, YLL15, ZTQB19, ZPP15]. **Single-** [DAFS15].

**Single-Channel** [AM18b, BXY14, CDLX18, DB18, DBN±17, DTL16, GRSP17, KG14, LK19, MK15b, MK15c, MBK17, PSL±16, SGM±15, WFN±18, WWD14, WDDL17, WYS15, XGKM19, ZPP15].

**Single-Microphone** [YKMP18, YLL15].

**Single-Stage** [HSPK18]. **Sinusoidal**

[AF19, AJB±18]. **Sinusoidal-Based** [AF19].

**SiPTH** [MTBB15]. **Size**

[AA17, Brel15, CC14a, TM16, ZZ16]. **Sized**

[HWC±17]. **Sizes** [KKJN17]. **Skips**

[NNS16]. **SLAM** [EN18]. **Slavic** [ZP15].

**Sliding** [ZN14]. **Sliding-Window** [ZN14].

**Slot** [MDY±15]. **Small** [Brel15, CWH±16, HWC±17, LR17, TD16, WCCB19].

**Small-Footprint** [LR17]. **Small-Sized**

[HWC±17]. **Small-Spacing** [WCCB19].

**Smoothing** [HWW16, JC17, RG17].
Smoothness [TOKS14]. SMT [ARSLN16].
Snapshot [Ter16]. SNR [AY17, CH15, EMTF17, ET18, HBLC14,
KK14, LM15, MK15b, SFK15, SLGZ15].
SNR-Invariant [LM15].
Social [LTWT17, XHS +18].
Society [Ano14-33, Ano14-34, Ano14-35, Ano14-36, Ano14-37,
Ano15-39, Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16-27, Ano16-28, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano16y,
Ano16z, Ano17-38, Ano17-39, Ano17-40, Ano17-41, Ano17-42, Ano17-43, Ano17-44,
Ano17-45, Ano17-46, Ano17-47, Ano17-48, Ano17-49, Ano17-50, Ano17-51, Ano17-52,
Ano17-53, Ano17-54, Ano17-55, Ano17-56, Ano18-44, Ano18-45, Ano18-46, Ano18-47,
Ano18-48, Ano18-49, Ano18-50, Ano18-51, Ano18-52, Ano18-53, Ano18-54, Ano18-55,
Ano18-56, Ano18-57, Ano18-58, Ano18-59, Ano18-60, Ano18-61, Ano18-62, Ano18-63,
Ano19d, Ano19e, Ano19f, Ano19g, Ano19h, Ano19i, Ano19j, Ano19k, Ano19l, Ano19m,
Ano19n, Ano19o, Ano19p, Ano19q, Ano19r].
Society [Ano19s].
Soft [ZH19].
Solo [AS17a]. Solution [FB19, PCB15].
Solutions [WW15]. Solving [SDDCC15].
Some [ZP15]. Song [DHY14]. Songs [FDK15].
Sonority [SP17]. Sound [APH14, AM18a, ADM +17, BOL +18, BLLP17,
BvWM18, CONVVC18, CPSFC +14, ÇOH18, DTC17, DHP14, EJ16, FPTJ17, FPTJ18,
HWT +17, JC17, KMM +18, KBV16, KBV17, KNH +18, KSN +19, KMG17, KXS +19,
LLR +16, LGTG16, MGB18, MSS17, MJ18, MBM15, MAB +16, MSB18, MZX +15,
MDE +19, MNFGO19, NV14, NDV18, NHH16, OR16b, OFF +17, OIJ +14, PS19,
PLZL17, PSL17, PCG17, RBR16, RVB +17, SSKP16, SPM17a, SPM17b, SBG17,
TOKS14, TOS14, TH14, TH16, VDM15, WWS +18, WAS16, WSFS19, YLPL19, ZA14,
ZPD19, rPH +17, Ano16-52, Ano16-53, Ano16-54, Ano16-55, Ano16-56, Ano16-57].
Source [AV16, APH14, AM18a, AJLW14, ATP16, AB14, AB15, CBA +15, CONVVC18, CW18,
CZY +18, CS19, CY16, CK19, ÇOH18, DDNN19, EDO17, FSA18, FSO17, FPTJ17,
FPTJ18, FK19, GVMGO17, GRSP17, HHHJS15, IBN +18, JSYW16, JVR16,
KOS +16, KNH +18, KMG15, LKP18, LGTG16, LGTG17, LBR16, LBR18,
MBG18, MBD18, MV19, MMT +19, NV14, NLY16, OOK17, OIJ +14, PCB14, MG18,
RJCW17, SOF15, SDF18, SGH17c, SGH17a, SP17, SLL +16, SLOVB15, SPM17a,
SPM17b, SWCN19, SSS18, TH18, TS14, TWSS16, TE16, WWD14, WRC16,
WHRC16, WC18b, XWWW19, YLPL19, YZLY17, ZH15, ZP15].
Space [BDL15, CL14a, FGQ +15, HB17, KMB18, LFH +15, MAST15, MAB +16, MFG15,
MBD +15, PC19, WZL +15, WSH15, ZAZ +18].
Sources [WBSG18]. Spacing [WCCB19].
Span [JBC16]. Sparse [AKB +16, AGW15, ADM +17, BOL +18, BABC19, Ch18b,
CDW16, CSAR +14, CT14, DBK15, FK19, FWF17, HL14, HOF15, JSYW16, JK15,
JvWGD15, KKK15, LG16, PAK14, PAB19, RAB18, SAS17, SLZ19, SB18, SLY14,
SLGZ15, VDC +17, WAS14, WVC14, YGV14, ZF14, ZKDS18]. Sparsely [SMSV17].
Sparsity [AGBC14, Bay15, JYB +15, LGHG17, ONKP16, TH18, ZZLZ19].
Spatial [TH18].
CONVVC18, CH18, DMVP16, FLB16, HGT15a, HGT15b, HIA+17, IO17, IBN+18, KMG15, LGHG17, MF17, NV14, OGZ18, PAB19, RKN14, SAC17, TZA14, TH14, TH16, TTH14, VDM15, WW19, WSFS19, YLPL19, ZHH18, ZHB+18. Spatially

[ATP15]. Spatio

[ADM+17, JCBJ15]. Spatio-Temporal

[ADM+17, JCBJ15]. Speaker

[AS17b, CBG15, CL14b, CL17a, CL17b, CL18b, CL18c, DAGS+18, DAFS15, DQY18, DPHG18, FMB16, FNM+19, GH17, GHAP17, HH14, HGAPB15, JG19, JJB16, JKU18, KH16, KML18, KCMW17, LGTG18, LM15, LWZZ16, LMC17, LGHG17, LCWC16, LH14, LCM18, MPC16, MZN15, MH18, MSD14, NTY19, PBQ15, RSR+19, RH18, SH14a, SAB16, STH+18, SDK17, STT+19, SG14, SKAK16, SAK16, TMM18, TMMZ18, TLWV17, TCY15, TMH+14, VMOL16, WW19, WHQY19, WZW19, WDD+16, XLLY18, YB14, YH17, ZSB17, ZCY16, ZKH18, ZWW14, ZWW15, ZEM18, VZC14]. Speaker-Adapted

[DAGS+18]. Speaker-Adaptive

[HGAPB15]. Speaker-Dependent

[NTY19]. Speaker-Independent

[kCMW17, LCM18]. Speakers

[Lin18, Lin19, NR14a, SCEH19]. Speaking

[CHC+14, JBTJ15, LCWC16, TMH+14]. Special

[Ano16-50, Ano16-51, Ano16-52, Ano16-53, Ano16-54, Ano16-55, Ano16-56, Ano16-57, LFH+15, RVB+17, SHKB17]. Species

[JK19]. Specific

[LWJ19, SLL+16]. Specification

[YLJ16]. Spectra

[NTY19, SPM17a, SPM17b, SLY14, SKH+15a]. Spectral

[AF18, Bay15, BS14, BKS+18, DNN19, FFS18, GSA18, GKC16, HWW+15, HL18, ISP19, JFG+17, JRA17, KD18, KJTJ19, KBG16b, LKHU14, LS14a, LGGH19a, MGB18, MD18, MTH18, MAT15, MKMCM17, NWM16, PS17, PK15, SH14a, SSK17, SY15, SKH+15b, VRN18, WLL+15a, WGD15, WW19, ZKDS18]. Spectral-Amplitude

[KTJ19]. Spectro

[MD16, NXCL16, SGA15, vHK14]. Spectro-Temporal

[MD16, NXCL16, SGA15, vHK14]. Spectrum

[KS+15, KMG17, PSL17]. Spectrum

[AS15, BIK+18, BV16, DSMD15, MIYO14, TOKS14, TOS14]. Spectrotemporal

[ATS18]. Spectrum

[HGT15a, HHC16, MPAEBLB15, SZL19, SKH+15a, TTB+16, VM15, XNRG15, XNP+18, YLPL19, YMM19]. Spectrum-Based

[XNRG15]. Speech


[Ano16-41, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano17-59, Ano17-60, Ano17r, Ano17v, Ano17-27, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17-57, Ano18, Ano18w, Ano18x, Ano18y, Ano18-28, Ano18-29, Ano18-30, Ano18-31, Ano18a, Ano19a, Ano19t, AS15, ACRS14, AGBC14, ACB17, AZGN14, BVGV15, BF18, BIK+18, BXY14, BA19, BHS+16, BE17, BD16, CE15, CSS+19, CLAG16, CW14, CHC+14, CHWL14, CRVB+15, CM15, CH5, CWH+16, CLW+16, CMY16,
CDLX18, CLW+19, Chí18a, CMG+17, CTL17, CH14, DHD+19, DP16, DLG18, DW17, DBK15, DXZ+18, DTL15, DST+19, DB15, DB18, DB19, DTN+17, DSN18, DTN+14, DBN+17, DRK18, DH14, DTDL16, DSH18, EMFT18, ESVK17, ET18, EZE14, GFG+14, GVMOG17, GDC19, GT19, GI18, GI15, GBH16, GCJ+14, GGC+17, GJB15, GJ17, HW14, HWW+15].

Speech

[HBB17, HLL15, HCT15, HS15, HY1+15, HL18, HWC+17, HM14, HHC16, ISP19, ISZA15, JP14, JFG+17, JD17, JVR16, JT14, JT16, JWLF14, JRA17, JvWGD15, JBT19, KGP14, KSL19, KNBC19, KML18, KK14, KKK15, KS16, KCMW17, KTYJ17, KTJ19, KK19, KG+16, KKH16, KBG16a, KBG16b, KBG18, KG14, KDJJ16, KDJJ17, LG19, LM17, sGLyLaC15, LC16a, LC19, LH1U14, LWZ+14, LDGHU14, LS14a, LWZ16, LJK17, LDM19, LGG19b, Lin18, LACD18, LS14b, LCC+15, LK16, LLL19, LB19, LGR14, LR17, LDZ19, LSH14, LCM18, LM19, MWT16, MPAEBLB15, MZJ15, MK15a, MGK17, May18, MHD+17, MC17, MH16, MSD14, MD16, MAT15, MDM15, MAK15, MKA16, MTS+19, MK15b, MK15c, MBK17, NTY19, NW14, NW15, NXC16, NLL+18, NJC16a, NJC16b, Nos16, NAK+17, OHN16, OWA15, PW19, PSL+16, PC19, PK15, PHM+16, PM19].

Speech

[QTY16, QBY16, RKLI14, RFW16, RKN14, RG18, SV17, SP16, SWW+17, STS18, SSFP18, SF18, SDDCC15, SAA15, SM14, SGH15b, SGH15a, SGH16, SKSD14, STBC17, SR14, SAS17, SFIL17, SMB+19, SH17b, SSK17, SKDN14, SKM17, SM18, SL15, SLGZ15, SZV16, SK18, TM14, TTB+16, TQH+18, TCW19, TQW17, TB18, TH17, TJCB16, TKT17, TK14, TR14a, TE16, VBY18, VM15, VP17, VAP19, WWN+18, WWOD14, WS14, WNWW14, WCC+15, WLL+16, WW16, WDDL17, WTY18, WB18, WDDL18, WC18a, WLT+18, WTH14, WYSD15, WJ15b, WWW16, WW17, WRDP17, WHLG14, WZS14, WK16, XWWW18, XLL+19, XDH+17, XGKM18, XGKM19, XDDL15, XDC+17, XAHJ+14, XMBN18, YBC+14, YK14, YB14, YLL15, YTWB19, YGV14, YZLY17, YHO+17, YHO+18, ZCF14, ZHI14, ZF14, ZCDS15, ZW16b, ZG16, ZZN+16, ZW17, ZLF19, ZW19, ZZ19, ZJD+15, ZSIA16, VZC14].

Speech-Distortion [AM18b].

Speech-in-Noise [ZSIA16].

Speech-to-Speech [DTN+17].

Sphere

[BKK15]. Spherical [AR16, ATP16, CM18, DMVP16, EJ16, FSA18, Hac14, HMI17, HZF17, HZF18, JTHN14, JSR16, JEP14, JC17, NR14a, SSTS18, SAC17, SR14, SWRK15, TP15, Ter16, ZKA15].

Spiking

[CLAG16]. Spoken [Ano16-50, Ano16-51, CTLL17, CL18a, FLSM16, HS15, KG17, yLS14, yLSY+14, sGLyLaC15, LC18+18, LL19+19, MAP14, MDY+15, RAB18, RV17, SWH+17, SHKB17, SLK17, WLLL14].

Spontaneous

[HWC+17, WJ15b, WHLG14].

Spoofing

[DQY18, QCDW17, WDD+16].

Spotforming [TH16].

Spotting

[WTHJ14, WJ15b].

Spread

[HGT15c, XNRG15, XNP15].

SQuAD

[LLW+19].

Square

[JT15, KTJ19, ZZH16].

Squares

[BBM17, EJPB+19, LZNH14, SOF15, SD16b].

SR

[LCWC16].

SR-HPM [LCWC16].

SRMR [SF14].

SRRank [YW14].

Stable

[GCJ+14].

Stacked [WK16].

Stacking

[ZZN+16].

Stacks

[BWH18].

Stage

[GS+19, GRSP17, HSPK18, HZF17, SGM+15, SK16b, SWCN19, ZWW19, TOS14].

Start [HSPK18].

Startle

[DMP+18].

State

[JHLK18, LB16, MSRN14, PC19, WHLG14, WLL15b, YSZC15, ZJD+15].

State-Based [WHLG14].

State-Clustering [ZJD+15].

State-Space [PC19].

Stationary

[BP14, DBK15, LSH14, MPAEBLB15].
NJC16a. Statistical
[AJB+18, AKN+16, BY15, Bre15, CRVB+15, CZY+18, GJB15, HL18, HSZ+18, JBT19, KK19, KBG16a, MHPB15, MSD14, NNC19, NAK+17, RLK14, STS18, TTB+16, TKT17, TZZ15b, WZL+15, WTY18, WTZ18, XZW15, YEY17, ZLJS16, ZDLK18].
SLH17, TTB⁺16, WTY18, WAS16, WWH⁺18, WSFS19, WHLG14, WK16, YHO⁺17, YHO⁺18. **Synthesized** [YGS19]. **Synthesizer** [CMG⁺17]. **Synthesizing** [RHvdp⁺16]. **Synthetic** [ARSLN16, EKZ14, LWL⁺19]. **System** [JZJ⁺19, KBV17, KG17, yLSY⁺14, LAK16, LG16, MTS⁺19, MGT15, ODG16, PS17, PBC18, RBR16, SGM⁺15, SP17, SBB16]. **Systematic** [YLJ16]. **Systems** [AA17, Ano19c, AZGN14, BLPL17, CE14, Ch18a, CB14, EIPB⁺19, HHHK18, KG19, LK19, LC16b, LSY19, MSFK15, MMMDL⁺14, MSD14, RLK14, SSK17, WBSG18, WLL15b, XWZX16, YLJ16].


**Table** [Ano18-85, Ano18-86, Ano18-87, Ano18-88, Ano18-89, Ano18-90, Ano18-91, Ano18-71, Ano18-72, Ano18-73, Ano18-74, Ano18-75, Ano18-76, Ano18-77, Ano18-78, Ano18-79, Ano19-31, Ano19-32, Ano19U, Ano19v, Ano19-33, Ano19w, Ano19-34, Ano19x, Ano19-35, Ano19y, Ano19z, Ano19-27, Ano19-28, Ano19-36, Ano19-29, Ano19-30]. **Tables** [BTD⁺19]. **Tagging** [LZC⁺14, LCZ⁺17, XHW⁺17, YZL⁺18, ZYF18]. **Tailoring** [ZZY19]. **Taking** [SWZ16]. **Talk** [GCVMJ14]. **Talker** [WYSD15, WRKG17, YLL15]. **Tandem** [OOK17]. **Tangential** [HF15]. **Tap** [CC14a]. **Tap-Length** [CC14a]. **Tapped** [HL14]. **Target** [ABKP19, FZZ⁺15, GTV19, KNH⁺17, MGB18, PCBS19, ZWX15]. **Targets** [BSR17, WNW14]. **Task** [FOBP15, WYH⁺15, YM17, YJJ19]. **Task-Oriented** [WYH⁺15]. **Tasks** [DB15, PM15, RRdm16]. **TasNet** [LM19]. **TDAC** [CRH⁺14]. **TDNNs** [SMA⁺17]. **TDOA** [SSS18, LSVG18]. **TDOA-Based** [SSS18]. **Teager** [ISZA15, KPH15, SH17b]. **Technical** [DRFO14]. **Technique** [CC14b, ODG16, SY14]. **Techniques** [CLC⁺15, HWW16, RG15b, SSK17]. **technology** [Ano14-115, Ano14-116]. **Telephone** [JMD⁺17, JRA17, SKSD14, VP17]. **Tempo** [GKC16, PT14]. **Temporal** [AY17, ADM⁺17, HS15, JCBJ15, LB16, MD16, NTA15, NXCL16, SGA15, SY15, SWZ16, TWC⁺18, VRN18, YK17, vHK14]. **Temporally** [LS14b]. **Tensor** [BV16, BOL⁺18, MH16]. **Term** [CTL17, CL18a, LLL⁺19, MAP14, MCM18, MKM17, NR14b, PS⁺16, RAB18, YB14, YZLY17, ZLJ⁺17]. **Terms** [YJX19]. **Test** [LLW⁺19, NR14a]. **Tests** [Bre15]. **Text** [BTD⁺19, CMY16, Ch18a, sLGYLaC15, PM19, STT⁺19, SAK16, SAK16, SLH17, VBY18, WLLZ17, WHQY19, WDD⁺16, YZWX⁺18, ZP15, ZSB17, ZKH18, ZZL⁺19]. **Text-Dependent** [STT⁺19, SAK16, SAK16, ZSB17].
Text-Independent [CMY16, WHQY19, WDD+16, ZKH18].
Text-to-Speech [Chi18a, PM19, VBY18].
Timbre [ARW+16]. Time [APH14, AM16, BP14, BHBS16, CONVVC18, GEC15, HB17, HGT15b, HCTJ15, HGT15c, IC19, KB14, KT19, KXS+19, KBGAP+16, LG19, LM19, MAP14, MTBB15, NNS16, PW19, RG15a, SK17, STT+19, SH17a, SH14b, TZZ+15a, VH19, WZW19, WW17, WZS14, XWWW18, XGKM19, ZSIA16, ZH15].
Time-Contrastive [STT+19]. Time-Delay [APH14]. Time-Domain [XWWW18, WZS14]. Time-Frequency [AM16, BP14, TZZ+15a, WZW19, WW17].
TOEFL [LLW+19]. Together [AN14-115, AN14-116]. Tokens [CTLL17, CL18a]. Tonal [DDZ17].
Tongue [SLH17]. Topic [DJY+19, IO19, LJX+16, WTHJ14, XZW15, ZM17].
Topic-Aware [ZM17]. Topic-Based [XZW15]. Topics [Chi18b, GLC+14].
Topology [KSHH18]. Total [MBD+15, SLL+16]. Tracker [JHLK18].
Tracking [AHSS+18, BLLP17, HAGSZ16, HW14, LGTG18, Lin19, NDV18, SG14, TH18, TCIY15, TS14, WRGB17, YSCZ15, ZDG14, ZCY16, ZH15]. Tract [SMH14, SMB18]. Tracts [AG17]. Tradeoff [JTHN14, JSR16]. Traditional [DSMD15].
Trained [HSPK18, NTA15, WL19, ZF14]. Training [CLLD14, CLW+16, CH16, CL14b, DH14, GTV19, HXWS15, KTYJ17, LAK16, May18, MZM15, NTM16, NW15, QTY16, QMS16, SV18, hShWsL15, TQY16, TLWV17, WNW14, WW16, WJ16b, WK16, XWZ16, VZC14]. Trait [SWZ16].
Trajectory [LS14b, WK16]. Transactions [AN14-45, AN14-77, AN14-54, AN14-66, AN14-78, AN14-55, AN14-67, AN14-79, AN14-56, AN14-68, AN14-80, AN14-57, AN14-69, AN14-46, AN14-58, AN14-70, AN14-47, AN14-59, AN14-71, AN14-48, AN14-60, AN14-72, AN14-49, AN14-61, AN14-73, AN14-50, AN14-62, AN14-74, AN14-51, AN14-63, AN14-75, AN14-52, AN14-64, AN14-76, AN14-53, AN14-65, AN14a, AN15-40, AN15-50, AN15-41, AN15-51, AN15-42, AN15-52, AN15-43, AN15-53, AN15-44, AN15-54, AN15-45, AN15-55, AN15-46, AN15-56, AN15-47, AN15-57, AN15-48, AN15-58, AN15-49, AN15-59, AN16k, AN16i, AN16-32, AN16-38, AN16-33, AN16-39, AN16-29, AN16-30, AN16-31, AN16-34, AN16-36, AN16-40, AN16-35, AN16-37, AN16-41, AN16i, AN16j, AN16g, AN16h, AN17-59, AN17-60, AN17r, AN17z, AN17s, AN17-27, AN17t, AN17u]. Transactions [AN17v, AN17w, AN17x, AN17y, AN17z, AN17-57, AN17-58, AN17i, AN17m, AN17n, AN17o, AN17q, AN17a, AN18v, AN18w, AN18x, AN18y, AN18z, AN18-27, AN18-28, AN18-29, AN18-30, AN18-31, AN18a, AN18l, AN18m, AN18n, AN18o, AN18p, AN18q, AN18r, AN18s, AN18t, AN18u, AN19a, DRFO14].
Transcribing [GMH17]. Transcription [AS17a, CDW16, DCLHJ18, ES16, KG16, MTBB15, NYD17, NYS17, ONKP16, SBD16, WDS+18]. Transcripts [BSL16].
Transducers [MHBT15]. Transfer
[BRD15, BKK15, FPTJ17, FPTJ18, GSA18, HMDG15, KMG15, LGGH18, LGGH19b, MBM15, MD16, MNFG019, PAB19, RF19, SAPB15, SGH15b, SMH14, YTWB19, ZHH19]. Transform [AS15, DTL15, LCTA19, NXCL16, OWA15, PP19, VH19]. Transformation [MH18, WHLG14].


Two [AG17, CC14b, GRSP17, HZF17, HZF18, LCW+16, QMS16, SGM+15, SGH17a, SK16b, SWCN19, TOS14, TOS15, WHRC16, XDC+17, ZTQB19, ZWW19]. Two-Channel [ZTQB19]. Two-Dimensional [AG17, XDC+17]. Two-Microphone [TNS+18]. Two-Pass [QMS16]. Two-Stage [GRSP17, HZF17, SGM+15, SK16b, SWCN19, ZWW19, TOS14]. Two-Step [CC14b, HZF18]. Tying [CWYC17]. Type [HZF18, OHN16].


User-Friendly [EDO17]. User-Generated [WWD14]. Users [SF14]. Using [AF18, ATS18, AM18a, AdTJ18, ATP15, AY17, ADM+17, AS15, AG17, AB15, BV17, BC17, BGKO+17, BLP17, BvWM17, BSWP18, BMVG17, BH18, CONVVC18, CCR16, CCS+19, CH14, CHWL14, CL14, CW+16, CASZ17, CWCP17, CS19, CMG+17, CL18b, CL18c, DC16, DP16, DvWM14, DABS+18, DS15, DBM15, DCLHJ18, DTC15, ES16, FSA18, FSQ17, FWM+14a, FWM+14b,
FOBP15, FPTJ17, FPTJ18, FZZ+15, FDK15, FNA15, GMH14, GRSP17, GJ17, GDM18, HAGS16, HGT15a, HB+16, HL15, HL18, HW16, HWC+17, HGAPB15, HHMK18, IO17, JK19, HJL18, JSYW16, JTHN14, JG19, JYB+15, JWL14, JRA17, KHTL18, KJG16, KKK15, KCMW17, KMGI7, KK19, KHCW15, LWZ+14, LS14a, LGGH19b, LMC18, Lin18, LAGD18, LCW+16, LFU+17, LLLL19, LCTA19, MJZ15, MZX+15, MDY+15, MZM15, MCD14, MSD14, MD16, MBTB14.

Using [MAT15, MK16, MK15b, MJJ+14, NYD17, NTA15, NTM16, NNC19, NXCL16, NCC15, NNL15, NDV18, NAK+17, ODG16, PS19, PS17, PDS+16, PC19, PCB16b, MG19, RGI19, RRM16, SAB16, STH+18, SP16, SOF15, SDF18, SAP14, SAC17, SD15, SGI7, SGH15b, SGH15a, STBC17, SLG1A15, SP17, SmWRK15, SLL+16, SFK15, SLOVB15, SMH14, SLH17, SMSV17, SCEH19, SLGZ15, SZVZ16, SWCN19, TZA14, TH14, TH18, TP15, TR15, TNS+18, VRN18, VM15, VP17, VAP19, VDM15, WAS14, WWD14, WGD15, WCC+15, WRC16, WHRC16, WED17, WWS+18, WJ15b, WAS16, WSY14, WHLG14, WSH15, WJL15, WK16, WRK17, WRK18, XNP+18, XLL+19, XYH14, YB14, YGV14, YZW+18, YWLZ18, ZP15, ZZN+16, ZG019, ZDK18, DH14, LZHN14, MAP14, NR14a, ZA14].

Utilizing [YKPMP18]. Utterance [KYM15]. Utterances [HYI15].


Variable-order [NCC15].

Variance [ABKP19, Nos16, WCC+15].

Variants [ATS18]. Variational [AV16, KKH19, KBGAP+16, SEM+14].

Varying [KBGAP+16, LG19, LS14b].

Values [NYD17]. Valued [Emu18, HHC16, LK19, NTY19].

Variabilities [KMAB18].

Variability [MBD15, SLL16, VMOL16].

Variable-order [NCC15].

Variance [ABKP19, Nos16, WCC+15].

Variants [ATS18]. Variational [AV16, KKH19, KBGAP+16, SEM+14].

Varying [KBGAP+16, LG19, LS14b]. Values [NYD17]. Valued [Emu18, HHC16, LK19, NTY19].

Variabilities [KMAB18].

Variability [MBD+15, SLL+16, VMOL16].
[SLGA15]. **Volterra** [MJJ+14]. Volume [ATP16, BHBS16]. **Vowel** [CWJ16]. **VTS** [DH14].

**Walk** [yLsL14]. **Warped** [SKH+15b].

**Warping** [KB14, MAP14, TLW+17].

**Watermark** [DLM+18].

**Watermark-Driven** [DLM+18].

**Watermarking** [FM15, HGT15c, NHX+17, SAA15, XNRG15, XNP+18].

**Wave** [BGQO+17, BH19, DQY18, FFSS17, FFSS18, KFH+14, SK16a, WWH+18, ZAZ+18, ZHB+18].

**Wave-Based** [BH19].

**Wave-Domain** [ZHB+18].

**Wavefield** [SAP14].

**Waveform** [FWT+18, JBTA19, LAGD18, YHO+18].

**Waveguide** [GDM18, SMH14, SMSV17].

**Waveguides** [MSS17, PMB+19].

**Wavelet** [AGW15, FZZ+15, ISZA15, LCTA19].

**Wavelets** [WLT+18].

**Weakly** [KXS+19, MSB18, RV17].

**Weapon** [SHAGPRZ17].

**Web** [SMSV17].

**Weight** [BDV+14, LS14b].

**Weighted** [ARSA14, AM18b, BBM17, DMVP16, OFF+17, MG19, WYLZ16].

**Weighted-Orthogonal** [DMVP16].

**Weighting** [JB16, JBTL15, KJN17, PLZL17, SH14a, WUF+18].

**Weights** [AZK15].

**Whisper** [GBH16].

**Whispered** [GBH16, G17].

**Wideband** [AF18, HL14, SLC+15].

**Wiener** [AM18b, MHD15, MHGD15, SMVW14, ZDLK18].

**Window** [KMG17, YZLY17, ZN14].

**Window-Dominant** [YZLY17].

**Wireless** [AM18a, BBM17, CG17, CPSFC+14, KSHH18, SHAGPRZ17, ZHH18, ZHH19].

**Wis** [CLLD14, YLPL19].

**With-Height** [KFH+14].

**Without** [GLQ16, SSS18].

**Word** [AAA19, CPCBFSF16, CSJD16, CLW+19, CBCL15, DTN+17, KJG16, LCZ+19, MWT16, WTW+18, YCLS17, YMC17, YWLY18, ZYF18, eUY+18].

**Word-Level** [DTN+17].

**Word-Pair** [CBCL15].

**Word2vec** [CHL+19].

**Words** [SFIL17, WYLZ16].

**Working** [XSL+19].

**Worst** [BC17, WC16a].

**Worst-Case** [BC17, WC16a].

**Written** [PBQ15].

**x** [FdDARF16, CC14a].

**Yor** [Chi15a, RV14].

**Zero** [ASC+18, SD16b].

**Zero-Shot** [ASC+18].

**Zone** [MNFGO19].
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